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I. Subject 

"Free people should be free under a free constitution" – said Joseph Lonovics, Bishop of Csanád 

at a session of the 1839–1840 diet. He wished to draw attention during his political career to 

two preconditions of religious freedom: first, the state and society to guarantee it, on the other 

hand, the personal dignity. In this context, he mentioned even the theoretical freedom of the 

Hindu and Muslim religious practices in the Hungarian diet in order to guarantee religious 

freedom of monasticism as well. Meanwhile he denied the Josephinist interpretation of the 

Church that the Church is a political institution, which is a servant of the state and so her bishops 

are not her office bearers. According to Arnold Ipolyi, József Eötvös understood and shared the 

most consistently the bishop’s dissenting opinion about the issue of conscience and religious 

freedom in the contemporary political scene. 

  Lonovics Joseph (1793–1867) was a bishop and then an archbishop, speaker, teacher 

and scientist; he wore three different bishop's titles but never reached the top of the Hungarian 

ecclesiastical hierarchy. He was born in a civilian family and after his studies in Miskolc his 

priestly career began in the Archdiocese of Eger. His environment realized quickly his 

oratorical talents, therefore he was sent as the representative of the chapter of Eger to the 1830 

and 1832–1836 Diets. Before the completion of the second one, in 1834, the King appointed 

József Lonovics to the head of Csanád Bishopric. In addition to his active work as bishop, he 

assumed a prominent role in the Hungarian political life, particularly in negotiations regarding 

the issues of religious affairs. He recognized the need of reforms and their beneficial effects, so 

he worked to reduce the centuries-old distance between Churches, and so he served as an 

example for his contemporaries. His authority based mainly on the ambition for clairvoyance: 

he tried to separate the good and wishes. 

He negotiated in Rome in 1840–1841 as a governmental deputy with Pope Gregory XVI 

and his prelates about mixed marriages. Through the diplomatic mission of Lonovics to Rome 

and through the issue of mixed marriages, the freedom of conscience and religion became an 

item on agenda, and not only between the Holy See and the Austrian Empire (!). By that time 

the denominationally diverse Hungary had produced such proposals to ensure co-existence 

between Christian denominations thanks to the recurring diets and other public debates, that 

were unknown or not acceptable for religiously homogeneous areas like the Catholic Rome and 

the Habsburg Monarchy whose rulers avowed themselves as Catholic. Thus the Kingdom of 

Hungary helped the universal and perfect declaration of the religious equality and reciprocity 

in the Empire and Europe, as well. In all of this Lonovics Joseph had a significant role, who as 
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a Hungarian bishop came to the feet of Saint Peter and was able to bring the opposing parties 

to the common denominator. He was famous for this effective intermediary role all over the 

Hungarian diets, as well. 

By the Hungarian governmental proposal made by József Eötvös, King Ferdinand V. 

appointed Lonovics to Archbishop of Eger, this decision, however, was not confirmed by the 

Holy See. 

 

II. Historiography and sources 

My dissertation is focusing on Lonovics’ mission to Rome in 1840–1841, and the first part of 

the research is his ecclesiastical and public career before the delegation. The history of the 

mission to Rome has been previously researched most detailed by Hermann Egyed, Lipót Árpád 

Várady and Antal Meszlényi. Várady’s research focused on the theme of the mixed marriages 

in Hungary and he published Joseph Lonovics’ travel diary as an appendix to his book, as well. 

The research of Hermann centred the documents that present the preparation of the mission 

made in Vienna. Antal Meszlényi attempted to uncover and present the Holy See’s perspective. 

As Varady's forerunner, Henrik Marczali focused on the most important elements of the 

discussions in one of his studies and his work was also based on the bishop's diary. He used 

diplomatic letters and the documents of the Holy See, as well. Because after the end of the 

Josephinism it was the first diplomatic contact and the negotiations had legal consequences 

between the Holy See and the Habsburg Empire, the church lawyer Bruno Primetshofer 

evaluates the mission as a temporary caesura in the Church-state relationship and identifies the 

year 1841 as a kind of compromise. For all of the studies related to this mission passed over the 

presentation of the political career of the bishop conducting the negotiations, in recent years 

several researchers – Anita Andrea Busku, Csaba Fazekas, Péter Zakar, Csaba Máté Sarnyai – 

dealt with Lonovics’s career, in most cases with a special regard on the strength of his speeches, 

the 1848–1849 events and the friendship between count István Széchenyi and Lonovics. 

In my dissertation I have not undertaken to compile a complete biography, "merely” I 

was seeking an answer how to be grasped the freedom of evasion of regime coexistent with its 

contradictions in Lonovics’s clerical-political career. How the bishop utilized this field that was 

able to guarantee the enforcement of a significant change. The records and documentations 

about his years spent in the seminary, the parish and pontifical court’s office are to be found in 

the Archives of Archdiocese Eger, and the letters and other official documents in the Library 

of Archdiocese Eger reflect faithfully the main details regarding the start of his career as a clerk, 
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as a priest and as a human being. All this is complemented well by the Archives of Chapter in 

the Hungarian National Archives - Heves County Archives, as well as the Lonovics’s 

manuscripts in the National Széchényi Library (eg. József Lonovics’s legacy). To all of this 

serves as an excellent supplement on the main stages of Lonovics’s life the aforementioned 

memorial speech held by Arnold Ipolyi. 

Standing at the boundaries between a historical tableau and a portrait we present the 

Church in the lifetime of the researched person through the press. For this the investigations of 

the contemporary national press (Magyar Szion/Sion, Vallás és Egyházi Tár, Országgyűlési 

Tudósítások, Pesti Hírlap) and the European periodicals (Elberfelder Zeitung, Stadt-Aachener 

Zeitung, Leipziger Allgemeine Zeitung, Hannoversche Zeitung, Preussische Staats-Zeitung, L’ 

ami de la religion, L’Univers, Diario di Roma) provide the framework. 

I reconstructed the history of Lonovics nomination as a bishop, and his subsequent 

official career by sources of the Hungarian National Archives - National Archives, the Austrian 

State Archives (Österreichisches Staatsarchiv, Haus-, Hof-, und Staatsarchiv) and the Vatican 

Secret Archives (ASV). In this section the emphasis is on the Hungarian archival materials, the 

chancellery documents (MNL OL 39 Hungarian Chancellery Archives - Acta generalia, MNL 

OL 45 Hungarian Chancellery Archives - Acta Praesidialia), from Vienna derived documents 

(MNL OL I 58 Kabinettsarchiv, Varia: reports about national assemblies), and related Viennese 

sources. Beyond the agent documents regarding the nomination Gesandtschafts-und 

Konsulatsarchive Rom Geistliche Agentie is a distinguished archival unit regarding important 

matrimonial causes, to which Lonovics referred to the Holy See. In the Kabinettsarchiv 

Kabinettskanzleiakten there are the Lonovics’s diocesan reports. During the examination of the 

Canonical Visitation can be analysed the development of the reports and the answers given by 

the Viennese court, to examine the reaction of Vienna. The State Council's files 

(Kabinettsarchiv Staatsrat) demonstrate the court information about Lonovics in light of the 

annual affairs. Before starting the research of the mission, the survey of the documents of 

Staatenabteilungen Rom Staatskanzlei Korrespondenz Administrative that contain the 

corresponding instructions and reports related to Hungarian affairs, is necessary. In this research 

phase the Roman materials are represented by the process of Lonovics located in the Archive 

of Consistory (ASV).  

The early years of his life (1793–1834) are cognizable due to the domestic documents, 

the court relations before the nomination and the Roman journey (1834–1840) can be 

researched in Vienna. The story of the mission was initially characterized by the dominance of 

the Roman sources. My goal was to represent the reports about Hungary sent to the Vatican in 
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light of the worsening tone of the diet (ASV, Arch. Nunza. Vienna) and its consequences in the 

papal court (S.RR.SS., AA.EE.SS.). Regarding the negotiations, the Staatenabteilungen Rom 

Staatskanzlei (1806–1860) is the most valuable source that includes the embassy's political 

exchanges of letters. The Vienna resources are enriched by a memorandum of the Staatskanzlei 

Vorträge. From Roman archives, there were analyzed about the negotiations the nunciature-

state secretariat letters (ASV, Arch. Nunza. Vienna) with the documents of secretariat of papal 

state (S.RR.SS., AA.EE.SS.). The correspondence between the Viennese nunciature and the 

Roman secretariat have provided substantial additions related to the most important Hungarian 

issues (eg. Collegium Germanicum et Hungaricum) over the mixed marriages.  

After the mission of Lonovics I focused on the results of the negotiations. Thus, in addition to 

the materials in Vienna, the Hungarian documents came to the front. The memorandums, the 

study about the free communication and the mission questions (Kabinettsarchiv 

Staatskonferenz A and S series), the possibility of sending a new Lonovics-delegation to Rome 

(Staatenabteilungen Rom Staatskanzlei, OSzK Kt) and the question of the education 

(Esztergom Primate's Archives) are centred, with some Roman sources completed. 

 

III. Structure 

The thesis is divided into seven main sections. The introduction presents the topic, and justifies 

it in the light of the related literature and sources. The second phase centres on the Catholic 

Church during the lifetime of József Lonovics’s that can be interpreted as a "quiet" period 

between the confession-building periods due to the patience of Josephinism, the late 

Enlightenment and the liberalism. In addition to legal history of mixed marriages, the 

relationship of the Church and the public in the perspective of the press history is allocated to 

this chapter. The third thematic unit assays the Lonovics's career from the seminar years till the 

1832–1836 diet. As a continuation, in the fourth part comes the history of his career as a bishop 

until 1840. The fifth chapter, the longest one deals with the diplomatic mission 1840–1841. The 

contexts of this section are constituted by the history of theory, the events at the Hungarian diet 

and the Viennese information about Lonovics. I examine the series of negotiations according 

to the partial results divided into parts and a sub-chapter is dedicated to the presentation of the 

diplomat's diary. The sixth chapter provides an overview of the results of the mission, finally, 

in the seventh and final section are summarized the research findings. 
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IV. Results 

I started my dissertation with the investigation of the Church of Joseph Lonovics’epoch. In the 

perspective of the press, the Church of this era is distinguished by two perspectives, a 

conservative and a "liberal" side, which parallel to the European Catholicism attempted to 

bespake the "civil company" of the laymen. The Magyar Szion / Sion, started at 1838, claimed 

to present the relation between "progressive bourgeois culture" and the Church through the 

decrees and the "Pragmatic enlightened views”. In the first months the articles were focusing 

on phrases regarding the unity of faith and reason. However, in a few months, the newspaper 

was changed mighty. The editorial staff got more inclined to the conservative political 

propaganda, rather than to information based on real facts. This became obvious when from 

January 1840 onwards, leaving the Hungarian language the gazette was pressed in Latin 

language. The attempt did not receive the expected support neither from the domestic nor the 

universal Catholicism. 

'Nothing can make the country happier than real civil liberties” – pronounced Izidor 

Guzmics in his journal, Vallási és Egyházi Tár, in 1838. The Benedictine Abbot of Bakonybél 

wanted to influence his readers in two ways: in addition to attracting attention to the sacred 

sources in the Enlightenment, he proclaimed the unity of Christianity, as well. Starting with 

defence of the Jewish faith he deduced the possible way of establishing the bourgeois nation 

from the properly interpreted worship. He regarded religio as the only effective connective 

tissue of political authority based on law exclusively. In his argumentation, he wished to grasp 

the identity of the Catholic Church not only through the declaration of the “only true Church” 

but also through identifying the common points in searching of dialogues.  

This dialogue based on the "equal dignity of the parties" was recognized by the cleric 

Joseph Lonovics as well. Born in Miskolc, later bishop of Csanád, he excelled in skills. He was 

considered among the most talented, belonged to the eminent students. After the ordination he 

worked as a notary and then as a secretary beside the Archbishop of Eger, István Fisher. After 

Fischer's death and presumably because of a family tragedy, he got into parish in the country, 

where he did extensive work as a parson and preferred the company of books. 

His appointment to a canon was a good opportunity to participate also in national 

politics. He said that in Hungary there is not enough religious tolerance and that the age-long 

grievances affect every denomination. He claimed that he applied as first at the 1832–1836 Diet 

the principle “what law does not prohibit is free”. In all his speeches, the same triple editing 

principle prevailed: a, freedom of conscience; b, equal rights for everyone (ius publicum); c, 
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enlightenment. The law was the starting point for him and that was compared by him with 

Western European and English examples. 

As bishop Lonovics started to analyse his diocese without delay, from this work came 

meticulous Canonica visitatio reports, with which he won the recognition of the monarch in 

course of time. Lonovics, known for his ability to dialogues, thought that one of his main works 

is the establishment of a high school in Timisoara (Temesvár) due to priorities of education and 

teaching, did not found a common voice with the orthodoxy. In addition to ecclesiastical ones, 

the conflicts on national level may also have played a role, as emerged later in the issue of the 

Csango Mission (1845), as well. 

In contact with Rome, the bishop referred only doctrinal requests, matrimonial 

dispensations. The importance of exemptions was showed by the fact that the procedure 

deficiencies detected by Lonovics himself drawn up the administration process during his first 

years. Confused about the state of his diocese, he even wrote a letter to the Pope, in which he 

predicted the expected high number of requests. According to his own admission he would have 

liked to resolve questions "through discipline and law". Thus, he broke with his predecessors’ 

legal solutions and retroactively wanted to work on clarification of the previous problems. 

Meanwhile the Papal State that did not take the compatibility of "freedom and God's” 

was against the freedom of conscience and religion, and the Habsburg Monarchy avowing as 

himself Roman Catholic followed III. Frederick William’s aggressive policy building on social 

homogeneity, Joseph Lonovics announced respectfully the dialogue towards the non-Catholic 

citizens. In addition to asseveration of mutual grievances, thanks to his solid knowledge of law, 

he tried to establish a unified ecclesiastical platform. On this basis, he began to see the unity in 

diversity that was based on strong identity and equality through the extension of rights, in which 

dualism the identity depends on the equality. 

The reports that wrote about a possible schism turned out as beneficial: from this 

moment the Holy See focused specifically on events of the Hungarian diet. For this reason, the 

parliamentary report appeared by the correspondence between the State Secretariat and the 

nuncio. It can be assumed on the basis of the surviving fragments that these were several 

persons’ work. The gravity of reports was the ideological and practical freedom of conscience 

and religion. They tried to represent authentically the policy of opposition groups. 

In January 1840 an “unexpected revolution of the bishops" was reported by the nuncio. 

Thus, in addition to the schism, the big question of the papacy, the sovereignty came forward 

in connection with the Hungarian affairs. It seemed to Rome that Vienna (Metternich) and the 

Hungarian diet (not only the liberal opposition, but also some priests) wanted to promote 
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effectively the separation of Church and state. The opinion of Lonovics was taken by the 

primate as well. Thus, in his letters to the Holy See the primate did not condemn the liberalism 

and his Hungarian representatives, he did not refer to an increasing religious indifference, 

however, he insisted to express the integrity of the Holy See as the political aspiration of the 

Hungarian clergy. 

Between the Holy See and Metternich there were already discussions, hence there were 

no other options, the secretary of state sent neutral responses quoting the canon law. Since the 

end of February to April in the dialogue of Vienna and Rome became gradually the Hungarian 

events the central topic, thanks to which the earlier Metternich's plan referring to Austrian law 

was not realized. In May, an investigation about the Hungarian legal situation was started in the 

papal court. 

József Lonovics who was delegated to Rome was according to reports educated in the 

sciences, effective, "right-minded", and a diligent priest. He was a moral, popular person with 

a fair name. The bishop with precise knowledge and a private opinion was far from any passions 

in his moderate speeches. Parallel to his reputation he was acceptable simultaneously by both 

sides while he consistently stood by his opinion. Based on the common fund, the brotherhood 

he recognized dual function of dialogue: it generates unity and identity.  

First the bishop had to demonstrate the ability of the Monarchy to have a dialogue, and 

then had to persuade the Pope to do the same. For him a letter from Metternich provided the 

foundation, in which the State Chancellor stated that Catholicism is stronger than Protestantism 

due to the sacraments, and so the latter one need the protection of the the civil law. The 

inflexible pope acknowledged that the Hungarian case deserves special attention; however, he 

did not give up the teaching of the Church. József Lonovics raised the possibility of the 

solidarity-based solution beyond the law. To protect this view he disagreed with the Pope, but 

strictly on the basis of scientific arguments and his own experience. 

During the negotiations Lonovics paid growing attention to the Hungarian events, and 

based on his private conviction he urged the solution and his journey back to Hungary as soon 

as possible. He knew his argument was a private opinion, so he would have to make the 

Hungarian clergy accept the decision. Thanks to the bishop the negotiations were progressing. 

The diverse conditions of the Hungarian Kingdom – and the Habsburg Monarchy – became 

more well-known at the Papal Court, so they had to realise that the answer could be exclusively 

positive for the wish of the unity based on law. Lonovics had supported this thesis from the side 

of union with Greek-Catholics, who had a stricter disciplinary system regarding marriages. 

Finally he was able to change the positions in the field of ability to continue a dialogue: he 
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stated the royal court had made the first step in diplomatic contacts, because it had ordered these 

marriages must be contacted in front of a Catholic priest. 

In time, Ludovico Altieri nuncio in Vienna informed the secretariat of state that the 

situation in Hungary seems to improve. The bishop of Csanád rejected diplomatically this 

information and he confirmed his opinion in a new document sent to the Holy See. In the light 

of the above mentioned events we can say that Pesti Hírlap was launched in the luckiest time. 

Lajos Kossuth’s articles echoed even to the papal state secretariat. The newspaper looked on 

various solutions, which rest on the principles of mutuality and reciprocity, similar to the 

doctrinal and political tendencies resultant from conciliarism. However, the system was 

criticized, but the bishop was acknowledged by this influential liberal newspaper. 

Thanks to the "confused" Hungarian situation, the Holy See was increasingly bending 

to a “pure and simple” solution. It was only the Pope’s consent that was still missing. Lonovics 

had no other argument left, but to openly undertake his own opinion. He explained for the first 

time during the mission his ideas as a private person and not as a deputy of the Hungarian 

bishops or the imperial government. He spoke about the attacks on him, the national complexity 

of his diocese and the difficulties arising from it. He also touched upon the issue of love 

marriages, which could not be inhibited any longer by canon law. After all on April 4, 1841 the 

pope provided the requested concessions only for Hungary.  

The papal breve and instruction became not the end, but a take-off for further 

negotiations. It is true regarding parliamentary events and the Holy See-imperial diplomatic 

relations. Lonovics’s mission was an important station of the free communication between the 

Holy See and his priests. As a result, the Roman Collegium Germanicum was able to receive 

Hungarian students. According to the Holy See’s expansionary policy was mentioned the 

missions, the second Lonovics’ delegation to continue the diplomatic negotiations, as well. 

During secret negotiations it was tried to work at the compatibility of the bourgeois laws and 

canons. In Lonovics’s draft prevailed three principles: 1. to take ecclesiastical and secular laws 

closer to each other; 2. to consolidate the imperial laws; 3. Clarification of powers. 

Although XVI. Gregory wanted to arrange the “church-state” relationship, it left to his 

successor. On June 26, 1847 the nuncio reported that the bishop of Csanád will be invited to 

conduct further negotiations. On August 20, Lonovics’s memorandum was completed. By the 

end of September also the Pope was open to the bishop’s new mandate, but the Hungarian 

Primate's death and the 1848–1849 years have created a completely new situation.  
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